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INTRODUCTION

The presidency of Lyndon Johnson marked a transitional period in the history of U.S. foreign policy and diplomacy. The cold war persisted, shaping American responses to various issues, most notably the war in Vietnam. Responding to dramatic changes in the emerging international system, the Johnson administration cautiously moved in the direction of new approaches toward its major adversaries, the Soviet Union and the People’s Republic of China. As tensions with old enemies eased, ties with allies loosened, causing strains in the American alliance system and in particular within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). The economic burdens imposed by Vietnam and by two decades of cold war also forced the administration to devise new approaches to such issues as foreign aid and economic development in the Third World. The Johnson years thus marked a time of adjustment and adaptation between the unqualified globalism and militant anticommunism of the early Kennedy years and the detente and retrenchment of Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger.

The Vietnam War was Johnson’s major problem and more than anything else caused the destruction of his presidency. Inheriting from Kennedy a growing if still qualified commitment to an independent, non-Communist South Vietnam, Johnson gradually committed the United States to a large-scale, illimited, war against North Vietnam. Despite the commitment of more than 500,000 troops and vast sums of money, the United States could not compel North Vietnam to stop its support for the National Liberation Front (NLF) of South Vietnam, and the rise of domestic opposition to the war increasingly limited Johnson’s options. In the aftermath of the Communist Tet Offensive of early 1968, Johnson, without abandoning his original goals, put a ceiling on the American military commitment, made new overtures for a negotiated settlement of the war, and withdrew himself from the presidential race.

Although it dominated the Johnson presidency in many ways, Vietnam was not the only area of crisis. Closer to home, the administration confronted a major upheaval in Panama in 1964 and sent troops to the Dominican Republic in 1965 to head off the perceived threat of a Communist takeover. It also had to deal with a crisis in Cyprus, which threatened relations with America’s NATO allies, Greece and Turkey, and another in the Congo. In June 1967, long-standing tensions between Arabs and Israelis exploded into the so-called Six Day War, which, at least for a moment, pushed even Vietnam off the top of the administration’s foreign policy agenda.

The cold war underwent significant modification during the Johnson years. The international system was changing from the bipolar structure of the immediate post–World War II years to a “polycentric” system with multiple centers of power. The emergence of the Sino-Soviet split in the early 1960s and the new appetites and posed new challenges for the United States. Following precedents set by Kennedy during his last months in office, Johnson sought to ease tensions with the Soviet Union, toning down U.S. rhetoric and attempting to negotiate consular agreements and cultural exchanges. Building on the foundations Kennedy had laid with the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, Johnson took cautious steps toward containing the nuclear arms race, negotiating a nonproliferation treaty and initiating strategic arms limitation talks. The administration also took hesitant steps away from America’s long-standing and deeply entrenched China policy. The People’s Republic was still viewed as the nation’s number one enemy, and the Cultural Revolution of the mid and late 1960s inhibited any major steps toward rapprochement. But some U.S. officials increasingly viewed the isolation and containment of mainland China as outdated and untenable, and they began to advocate edging away from Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist government on Taiwan and exploring the possibility of contacts with Mao Tse-tung’s Communist regime. Secret U.S. Communist Chinese contacts in Warsaw initiated in the Eisenhower years continued and even expanded during the Johnson presidency.
Changes in relations with old adversaries were paralleled by growing strains in relations with old allies. As fear of the Soviet Union eased in the 1960s, the ties that had bound the Western alliance inevitably loosened. America's major European allies opposed U.S. escalation of the war in Vietnam, and the economic strains imposed by the war and a growing balance of payments problem caused demands in Congress to remove sizable increments of U.S. troops from Europe. Economic strains in West Germany and Britain added to the turmoil, producing reductions of forces and further demands on America's already overstrained global military posture. The most dramatic crisis in the alliance occurred in 1966 when President Charles de Gaulle withdrew France from military participation in NATO.

Conflict between the industrialized nations and the Third World—the North-South division—began to rival the more traditional East-West conflict that had characterized the cold war. Preoccupied with Vietnam and overextended economically, the Johnson administration increasingly stressed regional solutions to economic problems in the Southern Hemisphere and promoted self-help and private investment instead of sizable U.S. foreign aid. In Latin America, especially, the shift was evident in the demise of the Alliance for Progress, in the move toward private capital in economic development, and in the steady decline of U.S. prestige from the heady days of the early 1960s.

When he assumed the presidency in November 1963, Johnson inherited Kennedy's top foreign policy advisers and his system for using them. Secretary of State Dean Rusk and Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara were, of course, nominally the president's top advisers on military and foreign policy issues. Distrustful of established bureaucracy, however, Kennedy had added a layer between the White House and the executive departments. He scrapped Eisenhower's cumbersome National Security Council (NSC) apparatus, the object of much criticism by 1960, and appointed Harvard dean McGeorge Bundy as special assistant for national security affairs. With an office in the White House basement, Bundy assembled a small staff of experts and created the White House's own Situation Room, installing equipment that provided direct access to Defense Department, State Department, and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) cable traffic. Kennedy preferred ad hoc, informal meetings to Eisenhower's more regular, formal style. Bundy's job was to organize those meetings, see that the right people were there, and report results back to departments and agencies.

Johnson adapted the Kennedy system to his own management style. Sensitive to his lack of experience and expertise in foreign policy and eager to maintain continuity with his predecessor's policies, he retained McNamara, Rusk, and Bundy. A more orderly administrator than Kennedy, he generally preferred to deal directly with his cabinet officers. Fearful to the point of paranoia about leaks and disagreements within his official family, he preferred small intimate meetings of top officials—the principals—to Kennedy's larger, more free-wheeling affairs.

Still, the NSC staff of some forty-eight people remained in operation and performed essentially the same functions as in the Kennedy administration. Three experts tracked regional issues and crises, while others maintained liaison with the Joint Chiefs of Staff and CIA. The NSC manned interdepartmental committees and task forces. It kept the White House informed of what was going on in the departments and agencies, apprising the latter of the president's needs and thinking. It remained a "message center" for the White House. As manager of the flow of information, as expediter, and as watchdog of the labyrinthine federal bureaucracy, Bundy was closer to the president than any cabinet officer. He was usually the first to see Johnson on an issue and the last to see him before a decision was made. During the months when the commitment in Vietnam was taking form, for example, Bundy was a key figure. The national security adviser was in Vietnam when the NLF struck Pleiku on February 7, 1965, and he came back a firm advocate of escalation. In addition, during the summer of 1965, he became the chief public spokesman for and defender of the increasingly controversial Vietnam policy.

Walt Whitman Rostow replaced Bundy in early 1966 and gradually assumed even greater functions. He assisted in the preparation of some presidential speeches, helped arrange White House visits by foreign dignitaries, conducted regular briefings of journalists, and drafted letters to congressmen. His most important function was to facilitate decision-making by ensuring that the president had before him the widest range of possible options, generating the material needed for him to analyze those options, and making available the latest intelligence. He often represented the
White House on interdepartmental coordinating committees. Rostow also set the agenda for the president's famous Tuesday lunches, giving him direct liaison with the secretaries of state and defense. Through a staff member, Air Force Colonel Robert Ginsburgh, he also maintained informal contact with the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Like Bundy, Rostow was responsible for seeing that once presidential decisions were made, the necessary departments and agencies were informed of the decisions and followed up on the tasks assigned them.

The NSC did more than serve as a neutral clearinghouse for information; Bundy and Rostow met daily with the president and often pushed their own recommendations. In 1965, Bundy went to Vietnam and to the Dominican Republic to serve as Johnson's eyes and ears, and in each case he exerted powerful influence in decisions for intervention and escalation.

Because of the National Security Council's central role in the decision-making process, its files comprise a crucial source for the study of foreign policy in the Johnson years. The major file, the Country File, is organized geographically with separate file groups for individual countries. The National Security File also consists of a number of additional files that provide complementary and in some cases supplementary materials on foreign policy issues. In the period after World War II, the agencies of the federal government proliferated, and as U.S. foreign policy expanded to global dimensions and took on additional tasks, more and more agencies took part in its shaping and implementation. As the title suggests, the Agency File of the National Security File is organized by individual department or agency. It reflects the involvement in foreign affairs of the major departments such as the Defense, State, and Treasury Departments and such major agencies as the Agency for International Development (AID) and the U.S. Information Agency (USIA). It also documents the involvement of other departments such as the Labor, Agriculture, and Commerce Departments, and other bodies such as the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). Also included are materials relating to international organizations such as the United Nations and regional groupings such as NATO and the Alliance for Progress. The Agency File also contains extensive material relating to the Senior Interdepartmental Group (SIG), a committee formed in March 1966 in an effort to promote greater cooperation and coordination among the numerous disparate groups involved in foreign policy formulation and implementation.

On occasion, the executive branch created special committees or commissions to study and frame recommendations on specific problems or issues, and the National Security File, Committee File, reflects the activities of some of the more important of these groups.

A Committee on Nuclear Proliferation met during 1964 and early 1965 to consider the various ramifications of that increasingly important problem. With the easing of the cold war and the development of polycentrism in both blocs, the administration began to reevaluate the various trade restrictions and embargoes imposed on the Soviet Union and its satellites. The president therefore also appointed a Special Committee on U.S. Trade Relations with East European Countries and the Soviet Union, which met in the spring of 1965. The Committee File also includes material on the White House Conference on International Cooperation and the President's Committee on the Warren Commission report on the assassination of John F. Kennedy.

A third part of the special files of the National Security File comprises a Name File and a Speech File. As the title suggests, the Name File is organized by the name of the subject or correspondent. The majority of the names represented in this file are White House staffers like Joseph Califano, Douglas Cater, Chester Cooper, Michael Forrestal, and Jack Valenti. Other names are also represented, including Senators J. William Fulbright, Mike Mansfield, and Robert Kennedy, former presidents Harry S Truman and Dwight D. Eisenhower, and Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey.

The Speech File consists of copies of the president's speeches ranging from his dramatic speech to the Joint Session of Congress on November 27, 1963, shortly after taking office, to his State of the Union message of January 1968.

The Agency File, Committee File, and Name and Speech Files contain materials reflecting the diverse activities and roles of the various governmental and nongovernmental bodies and individuals involved. They include correspondence; memoranda; cables and reports from and to individual agencies, departments, and committees; and working papers and final reports of several committees. Also included are speeches and draft press statements, studies produced outside the U.S. government, and records of meetings and conversations.
The topics covered range over the spectrum of major and minor foreign policy issues faced by the Johnson administration during its tumultuous five years in office. Not surprisingly, there is material on the Vietnam War, the most agonizing, frustrating, and ultimately destructive issue faced by the administration. These files include documents dealing with the various peace moves and negotiations, the increasingly controversial issue of press coverage, and the vital question of possible Chinese intervention in the war. Also included are war games conducted by the JCS that predicted with some degree of accuracy the direction the war in Vietnam would take. There is also material on the crises in the Congo and in Cyprus, the conflict in NATO, and the increasingly urgent problem of proliferation of nuclear weapons. Foreign aid became a more controversial issue in the Johnson years and a growing area of dispute between the executive and Congress, and this is evidenced in the files.

These files also deal with other subjects that reflect in full measure the great range of issues that concern modern U.S. foreign policy. There is material on the peaceful uses of atomic energy, the problem of birth control in developing countries, racial discrimination near military installations in the United States, and East-West trade. The diversity of issues and persistence of the cold war are reflected in documents relating to a possible Soviet effort to use sunflower oil supplies to displace the United States as the supplier of sunflower oil in the Middle East, and thus, some administration officials feared, possibly giving control of Middle Eastern sources of petroleum to the Soviet Union.

The Agency File, Committee File, and Name and Speech Files, especially when used with the National Security File, Country Files, provide indispensable documentation for the foreign and national security policy of the United States during a critical period. They document in important ways the work of a sprawling federal bureaucracy and international and regional groups. They suggest the emergence of important new issues and document the work of various individuals. The historical record of the Johnson years is still far from complete, but the considerable volume and remarkable diversity of the files in this group provide an indispensable foundation for analyzing U.S. foreign policy in this era.

George C. Herring
Professor of History
University of Kentucky
"This Nation will keep its commitments from South Vietnam to West Berlin." This statement from Lyndon B. Johnson's first address before a joint session of Congress on November 27, 1963, highlighted his determination to maintain America's role in foreign affairs. While domestic issues were of primary interest to Johnson, he took on the burden of Vietnam, the cold war, and various world crises with the determination that the United States would remain strong, "prepared to defend ourselves and friends, and work for a just world peace." The Vietnam War is considered the central focus of the Johnson administration's foreign affairs efforts. But it would be wrong to think of this period in terms of Vietnam alone, for the administration also faced crises in Latin America, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East.

When a president makes a decision, he seeks all the information he can get. This information is gleaned from a wide variety of sources. During the Johnson administration, the primary repository of national security and foreign affairs documentation was the National Security File (NSF) maintained in the White House.

The NSF consisted of the working files of President Johnson's special assistants for national security affairs, McGeorge Bundy and Walt W. Rostow. Documents in these files originated in the offices of Bundy and Rostow, their staffs, in the various executive departments and agencies, especially those having to do with foreign affairs and national defense, and in diplomatic and military posts around the world.

This installment of the Johnson National Security File describes the promulgation and implementation of the Johnson administration's foreign and national security policies. Reports, memoranda, cables, and correspondence, subdivided into specific file categories, will provide the researcher with a treasure trove of inside-the-administration information on the policy-making apparatus and the policy makers. In addition, these files will provide perspectives on Johnson as a crisis manager and his administration's perception and assessment of various critical foreign policy issues and responses.

It has been stated that the Johnson presidency represented a significant period in the history of American foreign policy. The National Security File provides an indispensable documentary record of the dramatic changes in U.S. foreign policy.

**Agency File**

This micropublication provides an in-depth look at the Johnson administration's formulation and implementation of national security policies, handling of international crises, and policymakers. The collection consists of three individual parts: *Agency File; Committee File; and Name and Speech Files.*

The *Agency File* highlights the activities and White House interaction between various foreign policy and related agencies and departments, the National Security Council, and various foreign/international policy-related White House committees. Foreign policy agencies and departments include the Agency for International Development, Central Intelligence Agency, Defense Department, Joint Chiefs of Staff, Peace Corps, State Department, and United States Information Agency. Related agencies and departments include the Agriculture Department, Atomic Energy Commission, Export-Import Bank, Federal Bureau of Investigation and Justice Department, and National Aeronautics and Space Agency. In addition, there are materials on U.S. activities in international combinations and organizations. These include the Central Treaty Organization (Asia), International Atomic Energy Agency, International Labor Organization, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, and United Nations.
SOURCE NOTE

The documents reproduced in this micropublication were filmed from the Papers of Lyndon B. Johnson, Papers as President, National Security File, Name File and Speech File, in the Lyndon B. Johnson Library, Austin, Texas.

EDITORIAL NOTE

UPA's Lyndon B. Johnson National Security Files, 1963–1969, consists of selected series from the National Security File (NSF). The series included in this series of UPA micropublications are the Agency File, Committee File, Name File, and Speech File.

This micropublication, Agency File, includes those materials processed and opened as of January 1993. Withdrawal Sheets listing still-classified material have been filmed. UPA has microfilmed all folders and documents as they are arranged at the Johnson Library. The documentation in the Agency File is arranged by agency and/or international organization, and thereafter by topic. The documents within folders are arranged in general chronological order. Documents in each folder have been individually numbered by the library staff. By consulting the Document Withdrawal Sheet(s), the researcher will be able to ascertain where documents are missing in the file folder.
# ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations are used in this guide and are listed here for the convenience of the researcher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABM</td>
<td>Anti-Ballistic Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACDA</td>
<td>Arms Control and Disarmament Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>Atomic Energy Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFL-CIO</td>
<td>American Federation of Labor--Congress of Industrial Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFP</td>
<td>Alliance for Progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AID</td>
<td>Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOB</td>
<td>Bureau of the Budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCC</td>
<td>Commodity Credit Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCS</td>
<td>Combined Chiefs of Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA</td>
<td>Council of Economic Advisers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTO</td>
<td>Central Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIA</td>
<td>Central Intelligence Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIAP</td>
<td>Comité Interamericano de la Alianza para el Progreso</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>Distinguished Service Medal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAA</td>
<td>Federal Aviation Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBIS</td>
<td>Foreign Broadcast Information Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FY</td>
<td>Fiscal Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO</td>
<td>General Accounting Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATT</td>
<td>General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSA</td>
<td>General Services Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEA</td>
<td>International Atomic Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA-ECOSOC</td>
<td>Inter-American Economic and Social Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRD</td>
<td>International Bank for Reconstruction and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICFTU</td>
<td>International Confederation of Free Trade Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDA</td>
<td>International Development Association</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IDA  International Development Association
IMF  International Monetary Fund
IRG  Interdepartmental Regional Group
JCS  Joint Chiefs of Staff
LBJ  Lyndon Baines Johnson
MAP  Military Assistance Programs
MLF  Multi-Lateral Force
NASA  National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NATO  North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NLJ  National Archives abbreviation for Lyndon B. Johnson Presidential Library
NSA  National Security Agency
NSC  National Security Council
OECD  Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
P.L.  Public Law
PRC  People's Republic of China
SAC  Strategic Air Command
SACLANT  Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic
SDAF  Special Development Assistance Fund, Organization of American States
SEATO  Southeast Asia Treaty Organization
SIG  Senior Interdepartmental Group, State Department
SIOP  Single Integrated Operations Plan
Special Group (CI)  Special Group—Counter-intelligence
SST  Super Sonic Transport
UAR  United Arab Republic
UN  United Nations
UNESCO  United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
UNRWA  United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestinian Refugees
UPA  University Publications of America
USIA  United States Information Agency
USIB  United States Intelligence Board
USSR  Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
V.A.  Veteran's Administration
VELA  Code name for proposed underground nuclear test in Alaska
VOA  Voice of America
REEL INDEX

Entries in this index refer to specific folders within the Lyndon B. Johnson National Security Files, 1963–1969: Agency File. In the interest of accessing the materials within the folders, this index denotes significant issues, events, actions, and policy decisions under the heading Major Topics. The four-digit number on the far left is the frame number at which the file folder begins. This project contains the Agency File, which consists of information relating to the executive departments and agencies of the U.S. government. Information in brackets is additional information on the folder titles provided by UPA. UPA has also included, where possible, the inclusive month/year of the documents in each file folder. These dates are denoted within brackets. Additional material on the folder titles provided by the LBJ Library is included in parenthesis. References to President Johnson are abbreviated LBJ.

Reel 1
Frame No.

0001 Finding Aid. 11pp.

AID

Major Topics: Proposed mutual assistance and development programs for FY 1965; foreign aid legislation; foreign aid statistics; Free World aid programs; U.S. aid to Colombia; scheduling of AID program reviews; LBJ's meeting with Edgar Buell; P.L. 480 amendment.

Major Topics: Extension of P.L. 480; parliamentary status of foreign aid legislation; changes in foreign aid appropriations bill; elimination of AID overseas executive positions; report on AID housing program; use of foreign aid funds; West German aid program; U.S. private investments in Turkish brewery; AID health programs; organization of National Committee for International Development; U.S. voluntary agencies; termination of Clay Committee.

Major Topics: Proposed mutual defense and development programs for FY 1966; foreign aid programs for Turkey, Afghanistan, Chile, Peru, and Colombia.

Major Topics: U.S. AID programs in Ethiopia and Brazil; U.S. food aid policy; impact of economic aid program on U.S. balance of payments; AID commitments; U.S. aid to former French territories in Africa; U.S. economic and military aid to South Vietnam; AID appropriations; U.S. economic aid to the Philippines; GAO reports on AID expenditures; U.S. aid programs for India, Pakistan, and the UAR; General Advisory Committee on Foreign Assistance Programs.
Major Topics: AID commitments; foreign assistance-authorizing legislation; AID education programs for South Vietnam; War on Hunger; AID family planning program; FY 1967 Foreign Assistance Appropriations Act.

Major Topics: U.S. aid programs for Latin America; U.S. balance of payments situation; foreign aid authorization bill; reports by General Advisory Committee on Foreign Assistance; evaluation of U.S. AID activities in rural areas; AID commitments; U.S. private investment in less developed countries.

Major Topics: Foreign aid appropriations bill; U.S. private investment in less developed countries; investment tax credit bill; transfer of military assistance programs to Defense Department budget; report on U.S. aid programs in Colombia, Venezuela, and South Korea.

Major Topics: AID Advisory Committee on Economic Development; public support for foreign aid programs; AID science programs in Taiwan; foreign aid authorization bill; Development Assistance Committee meeting; War on Hunger; U.S. aid programs in Colombia and Venezuela; promotion of economic development in less developed countries.


AID and Alliance for Progress Program and Project Data Related to Proposed Programs (1 of 2). [1965]. 161pp.
Major Topic: Latin America.

Reel 2

AID cont.

Major Topic: Latin America.

Major Topics: Meeting of Development Committee of the OECD; AID officials killed in Vietnam; report on FY 1966 foreign aid program; AID education programs; AID housing program; rice production program in South Vietnam; U.S. food aid to India; Food for Freedom program.

Major Topics: P.L. 480 programs for Morocco, Bolivia, Ghana, Guinea, and Peru; U.S. economic aid to Indonesia and the UAR; Battle Act violations.

Agriculture, Department of

Major Topics: Control of cotton pests; estimate of world food deficit; civil rights; Agriculture Department weekly reports; wheat sales to USSR; U.S. agricultural trade; P.L. 480 program; observations on agriculture in Eastern Europe.

Major Topics: Observations on agriculture in Eastern Europe and the USSR; beef imports.
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Agriculture, Department of cont.

Major Topics: Sugar Act amendments; U.S. cotton price policy; investment tax credit bill; U.S. food aid to India; agricultural situations in India, Brazil, Venezuela, and South Vietnam; P.L. 480 programs for India and Pakistan; Orville Freeman's trip to Mexico; War on Hunger.

Major Topics: Executive review of overseas programs; agricultural exports and balance of payments; grain sales to USSR and Soviet bloc; Food for Peace program; FAO conference; Agriculture Department operations improvement inventory; estimated world food budget in 1970.

Major Topics: World wheat and rice outlook for 1968–1969; CCC credit to Mexico for beef breeding cattle; P.L. 480 programs for Israel and India; U.S. trade negotiations; farm price problems; Food for Freedom program; War on Hunger.

Alliance for Progress

Major Topics: AFP program; status of AFP loan availability and commitments; report on AFP activities; U.S. economic aid to Latin America; U.S. policies toward CIAP; AFP problems; resignation of Teodoro Moscoso as director of AFP; Thomas Mann's speech on AFP.

Major Topics: LBJ's remarks to ambassadors of AFP; report on AFP activities; AFP problems; AFP signing ceremonies; U.S. economic aid to Latin America.

Reel 4

Alliance for Progress cont.

Major Topics: Report on AFP activities; CIAP meeting in Mexico; establishment of a U.S. National Committee for the AFP; major tasks of AFP; Milton Eisenhower's trip to Latin America; Latin American reaction to LBJ's speech on AFP.

Major Topics: IA–ECOSOC meetings; performance of Latin American countries in relation to aid; U.S. economic aid to Latin America; review of AFP activities; Inter-American Development Bank; outlook for economic and social development in Latin America; U.S. support for Latin American economic integration; fifth anniversary of AFP.

Major Topics: Second Inter-American Conference of Partners of Alliance; LBJ's meeting with the Council for Latin America; decisions on commitment of funds; SDAF projects; AFP loan program; signing of Inter-American Development Bank bill; report on Latin American development under AFP; International Coffee Agreement; CIAP meeting on financing integration; U.S. funding for the AFP.
Major Topics: Inter-American Development Bank funding; CIAP conference; LBJ's meeting with CIAP members; atomic energy program; U.S. support for Latin American Common Market; AFP housing and urban development programs; public health services in Latin America; progress report on AFP; U.S. economic aid to Latin America; U.S. funding for AFP.

ACDA

Major Topics: Pay level and functions of director, ACDA; LBJ's meeting with General Advisory Committee of the ACDA; changing trends in arms control and disarmament; report on the Conference to Plan a Strategy for Peace; UN Disarmament Commission; report of ACDA activities; signing of ACDA bill.

Major Topics: Relationship between MLF and nonproliferation agreement; ACDA appropriations; ACDA report to Congress; Soviet views on arms control and disarmament.
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ACDA cont.

Major Topics: U.S. Antarctic inspections; Conference to Plan a Strategy for Peace; report of ACDA; formulation of arms control and disarmament policy; limited nuclear test ban treaty; establishment of direct communications link between United States and USSR; organizational and personnel changes.

Major Topics: Report on ACDA activities; Senate resolution on limiting the spread of nuclear weapons; disarmament questions at UN.

Major Topics: Report on ACDA activities; Conference on European Security problems; proposed U.S. renunciation of first use of nuclear weapons against cities; report of debates of the UN Disarmament Commission.

Major Topics: Extension of Arms Control and Disarmament Act; agenda for meeting of General Advisory Committee of the ACDA; U.S.–Soviet strategic missile talks; summary of disarmament negotiations; report on ACDA activities; U.S. exports of military items and commodities of potential military use.


AEC

Major Topics: AEC budget; report on atomic energy program developments; U.S. approach to international atomic energy safeguards; U.S. atomic energy policies; report on U.S. participation in IAEA; LBJ's message to the Third International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy.
Major Topics: Proposed visit to Australia of Nuclear-Powered Surface Task Group; signing of IAEA Yankee Reactor agreement; LBJ's message to the Third International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy; statement on operation of U.S. nuclear-powered warships in foreign ports; Sandia Corporation contract; atomic safeguards agreement; nuclear-powered desalination program; report on U.S. participation in IAEA.

Major Topics: Reports on atomic energy program developments; LBJ's speech on the twenty-fifth anniversary of atomic energy; LBJ's messages to the Tenth and Eleventh General Conferences of the IAEA; Atoms in Action demonstration centers; travel plans of Glenn Seaborg; DOD proposals for U.S. initiatives concerning IAEA; IAEA safeguards development; LBJ's message to the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Committee; role of nuclear energy in space.

Major Topics: Sandia Corporation contract; report on atomic energy program developments; U.S. participation in Twelfth General Conference of the IAEA; U.S. nuclear exports.

Reel 6

BOB

Major Topics: Cost of Vietnam operations; status of P.L. 566 watershed reports; congressional actions affecting 1967 budget; AEC bilateral agreements for cooperation in civil uses of atomic energy; LBJ’s FY 1967 budget message; AID deficiencies; procedures for approving new AID and P.L. 480 commitments; funds appropriated for the Inter-American Development Bank and International Development Association; U.S. military sales agreements; improving decision making in government; Kermit Gordon's resignation as director of BOB; BOB organization; list of interagency committees.

Major Topics: NSC reorganization plan; LBJ's FY 1966 and FY 1965 budget messages; BOB guidelines for federal government international activities.

Major Topics: Changes in government expenditures, 1969–1970; AEC budget reduction; reduction in overseas government personnel; IDA budget; study of foreign aid program; recommendations of the President's Commission on Budget Concepts; Foreign Assistance Act of 1967; military assistance credit sales commitments; President's Task Force on Government Organization; LBJ's budget message for FY 1968; reduction in cotton price supports.

CENTO

Major Topics: LBJ's meetings with CENTO secretary general and foreign ministers; CENTO ministerial meetings; CENTO leadership; CENTO railway project financing.

Major Topic: briefing books for U.S. participation in CENTO ministerial meeting.
[April 1965]. 54pp.
Major Topics: Briefing books for U.S. participation in CENTO ministerial meeting; status of U.S.-financed CENTO economic activities; political and economic situation in Pakistan.

Major Topics: Briefing books for U.S. participation in ministerial session; status of U.S.-financed CENTO projects.

CIA

Major Topics: John Mccone’s visit to Europe; reorganization of USIB; president’s intelligence checklist; CIA intelligence estimate of world situation; CIA estimate of economic situation in USSR and PRC; contingency planning; Soviet bloc agricultural prospects.

Major Topics: Briefings for members of Congress; security situation in Colombia; Implications of economic sanctions against South Africa; actions of University of Washington faculty concerning CIA; CIA mission.
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CIA cont.

Major Topics: U.S. operations in Vietnam; briefings for members of Congress; prospects for African nationalist movements in Angola and Mozambique; Communist accusations against CIA.


Major Topics: Briefings for members of Congress; TASS revelations concerning former CIA agent; study of U.S. peace and student protest movements.

Major Topics: Assessment of Vietnam; briefings for members of Congress; student demonstrations; study of international youth unrest.


Major Topics: Briefings for members of Congress; CIA information leaks; Johnson administration strategy in Vietnam; briefing of Russell Subcommittee; report on reactions to downfall of Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev.

Major Topics: Relationships with educational and private voluntary agencies operating abroad; covert financing of government activities; subsidy for student groups in United States.

Major Topics: Briefings for members of Congress; U.S. progress in the Vietnam War; Lyman Kirkpatrick’s book on the CIA.
Civil Service Commission

Major Topics: William Foster recommended for President’s Award for Distinguished Federal Civilian Service; modernization and improvement of government staffing; John Macy appointed member of International Civil Service Advisory Board; list of assistant secretaries of executive branch departments and agencies.

Commerce, Department of

Major Topics: Export licenses for grain sales to Soviet bloc; technical data regulations; report on foreign credits by U.S. government; resignation of John Connor as Secretary of Commerce; recommendations of National Export Expansion Council; Commerce Department briefing reports; role of private investment in development of Indian defense industries; reduction of U.S. balance of payments deficit; weather services of the Environmental Science Services Administration.
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Commerce, Department of cont.

Major Topics: Organizational structure and activities of Commerce Department; Commerce Department briefing reports; Arab-Israel boycott dispute; Sabbatino amendment; “See the USA” program; U.S. international meteorological policies and programs; Commerce Department appropriations; export licenses for grain sales to Soviet bloc; proposed grievance committee on Cargo Preference Administration.

CEA

Major Topics: U.S. prices and wages; remarks by Gardner Ackley on U.S. economy; U.S. balance of payments information; inflation in construction wages; Soviet economy; economic impact of defense and disarmament; report on U.S. economic expansion; U.S. economic problems; Gardner Ackley appointed chairman of the CEA.

Defense, Department of

Major Topics: U.S. defense policies; military strength increases; DOD budget and expenditures; transfer of military aid programs to DOD; Mobile Training Teams program; cost reduction program; military manpower policy study; Robert McNamara speech to the Economic Club of New York; LBJ’s defense message; U.S. military missions in Latin America; Polaris submarine program; SAC airborne alert indoctrination training program; release of nuclear weapons to U.S. National Guard air defense units.
Major Topics: Round the world cruise by U.S. nuclear-powered squadron; General Paul Harkins awarded the DSM; Russian fishing trawler penetration of U.S. waters; Robert McNamara speeches regarding U.S. objectives in South Vietnam and U.S. military assistance programs; strategic role of SAC; command and control support of the national decision authorities; survey of U.S. overseas bases; force structure and financial program; dependability of U.S. missile systems; U.S.—Soviet joint statement on European security; U.S. military policy.

Major Topics: News conference by Robert McNamara regarding Communist strength in South Vietnam; U.S. objectives in South Vietnam; control of military information on Vietnam operations; Fifth Inter-American Air Force Chiefs Conference; VELA underground nuclear test; transfer of nuclear-powered task force to Pacific Fleet; force structure and financial program; appointment of Thomas Moorer as SACLANT; U.S. naval presence in Indian Ocean; nuclear materials production schedule; DOD budget.

Major Topics: Soviet position on nonproliferation treaty; U.S. military and economic aid to India and Pakistan; Sixth Inter-American Air Force Chiefs Conference; DOD budget; MLF; Robert McNamara's remarks at NATO ministerial meeting.
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Defense, Department of cont.

Major Topics: Frank Church's criticism of MAP; U.S. arms control policy; U.S. policy toward South Vietnam; SAC airborne alert indoctrination program; Robert McNamara's meeting with NATO Nuclear Planning Group; relocation of U.S. forces and material from France; U.S. military operations in Vietnam; Seventh Inter-American Air Force Chiefs Conference; European security.

Major Topics: Plan to transfer U.S. armed forces and facilities to the UN; DOD security leaks; U.S. bombing of North Vietnam; Soviet ABM deployment; U.S. ABM defenses; U.S. psychological warfare against North Vietnam; force structure; U.S. strategic capabilities; DOD budget; costs of Vietnam War; military impact of détente in Europe, International Assembly on Nuclear Weapons.

Major Topics: Call-up of air force and army reserve units; U.S. fail-safe system; U.S. aid to the Ryukyu Islands; Tet offensive; hearings on Clark Clifford’s nomination as Secretary of Defense; Robert McNamara’s testimony regarding Gulf of Tonkin incident; declassification of World War II CCS papers; U.S.—British Polaris sales agreement; transcript of Dean Rusk and Robert McNamara’s appearance on Meet the Press; U.S. military operations in Vietnam.
Major Topics: Reduction foreign exchange costs of defense activities; DOD achievements in 1967; Foreign Assistance Act of 1967; assistance returning veterans; Paul Nitze’s statement to Subcommittee on Military Applications of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy; Robert McNamara’s remarks to National Association of Educational Broadcasters and UPI editors and publishers; congressional efforts to force resignation Robert McNamara; U.S. and Soviet nuclear forces; U.S. military operations in Vietnam; U.S. military training for Arab personnel; DOD appropriation bill.

Major Topics: Report on General Earle Wheeler’s visit to Europe; DOD problems and achievements; NATO Nuclear Planning Group meeting; DOD appropriations bill; testimony of Clark Clifford, Paul Nitze, and General Earle Wheeler before House Appropriations Committee; air defense identification zones; Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia; U.S. military operations in Vietnam; Pueblo incident.

Major Topics: Evaluation of U.S. and Soviet strategic capabilities; U.S. attacks on Laos; U.S. submarine program; U.S. military operations in Vietnam; Vietnam peace negotiations; transcript of Clark Clifford’s appearance on Meet the Press; four star status for assistant commandant of Marine Corps; status of U.S. strategic power; resettlement of Bikini Atoll natives.
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Defense, Department of cont.

Major Topics: Actions to increase worldwide U.S. and Allied military strength; military sales bill; analysis of current airlift/sealift movement capabilities; Clark Clifford’s visit to South Vietnam; U.S. military operations in Vietnam; nuclear arms control prospects; quantitative behavior of warring nations.

Major Topics: Adequacy and capabilities of U.S. strategic reserve; housing discrimination against U.S. military personnel; ABM program; Vietnam peace negotiations; SAC airborne alert program; DOD budget; U.S. Navy shipbuilding program; loss of nuclear submarine USS Scorpion; U.S. military assistance program; Clark Clifford’s address at Associated Press luncheon; U.S. military operations in Vietnam; Creighton Abrams appointed Commander, U.S. Military Assistance Command, Vietnam; reduction of overseas personnel.

Major Topics: Underground nuclear weapons testing; DOD budget.

Major Topics: DOD budget; research and development programs; airlift/sealift forces; attack carrier forces.

Major Topics: DOD budget; strategic mobility exercises; U.S. military assistance programs; U.S. civil defense program; strategic striking forces.

Major Topics: Congressional hearings on suspensions of investment credit and accelerated depreciation; DOD budget; production and deployment of the NIKE-X system; defense against PRC nuclear threat.


Major Topics: DOD budget; U.S. military assistance programs; force structure and financial program.

Major Topics: U.S. military assistance programs; conduct of U.S. air war against North Vietnam; budget and appropriations.
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Defense, Department of cont.

Major Topics: Force structure; DOD budget; funding for NIKE-X missile system; medical care for retired military personnel; Army Reserve reorganization plan.

Major Topics: DOD budget; Robert McNamara’s statement before joint session of Senate Armed Services Committee and Senate Subcommittee on DOD Appropriations; appropriations for Southeast Asia; U.S. military operations in Vietnam.

Major Topics: DOD budget; Robert McNamara’s statement before joint session of Senate Armed Services Committee and Senate Subcommittee on DOD Appropriations; U.S. military policies and programs; impact of defense program on balance of payments; U.S. strategic and general purpose forces; research and development; U.S. military personnel; cost reduction program.

Major Topics: DOD budget statistics and briefing; Robert McNamara’s statement before joint session of Senate Armed Services Committee and Senate Subcommittee on DOD Appropriations; appropriations for Southeast Asia; U.S. military operations in Vietnam.


Major Topics: DOD budget; FY 1969 defense programs; force structure; planning and control memorandum for U.S. Army and Marine Corps land forces.

Major Topics: DOD budget; research and development.
*Major Topics:* Robert McNamara's statement before joint session of Senate Armed Services Committee and Senate Subcommittee on DOD Appropriations; DOD budget; U.S. military policies and programs; impact of defense program on balance of payments; U.S. strategic and general purpose forces; U.S. military operations in Vietnam; U.S. airlift and sealift forces; research and development; space program; U.S. military personnel.


**Reel 12**

Defense, Department of cont.

*Major Topics:* Project CAMELOT; methods for predicting and influencing social change and war potential in Chile.

*Major Topics:* U.S. military strength; U.S. nuclear deterrence; U.S. defense policies; principles of defense management.

*Major Topics:* Military exercise RED KNIGHT; status of nuclear weapons systems; safety rules for nuclear tests.

Command and Control Support to the President. [July 1965]. 130pp.  
*Major Topics:* Command and control capabilities; presidential command and control support.

*Major Topic:* Taiwan, South Korea, Thailand, and the Philippines.

*Major Topics:* Taiwan, South Korea, Thailand, and the Philippines.


*Major Topics:* Cabinet briefings on Exercises TOP DRAWER, REX-1, and HIGH HEELS; operation plan for REX-1.

*Major Topic:* List of presidential memoranda on defense issues.


*Major Topic:* Outlines of Exercises TOP RUNG III, SNOW TIME V, EAGLE EYE, QUICK RELEASE, QUICK KICK V, REGEX 64, EARLY BIRD, and ROCK WALL.

*Major Topics:* Harbor surveillance operations; situation report and outline of Exercise POLAR SIEGE; outlines of Exercises POOP DECK III, GIN TONIC, SNOW TIME IV, and LAFAYETTE IV; U.S.–Thai counterinsurgency field training exercise.
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Defense, Department of cont.

Major Topics: U.S. amphibious training exercise; outlines of Exercises LONG LOOK, WEST WIND, MEDSWEEP EX 42, AIR BOON CHOO, LAFAYETTE V, COUNTER BLOW, FALLEX 64, and NORTHERN EXPRESS.

Major Topics: U.S. air exercises in Norway; French participation in NATO exercises; outlines of Exercises AUMEE III, DESERT STRIKE, BACK PACK, DELAWAR, and QUICK DRAW.


Major Topics: Outlines of Exercises MEDASWEX 58, UNITAS V, HAYSTRIKE 3-64, MARCOMEX, ORDER BLANK, CANUS-SILEX 1-64, SNOW TIME VI, and LIGTAS; U.S.–Danish airborne exercises; U.S.–Greek naval exercises; Pan-American International Rifle Match; Conference of American Armies, 1964.

Major Topics: Outlines of Exercises MEDASWEX 59, SNOW TIME VIII, STEEL PIKE I, DEEP FREEZE 65, MEDSWEEP EX 45, DEEP FURROW, TOP RUNG V, READY GO, and CANUS-SLAMEX 2-64; public affairs policy for Exercise STEEL PIKE I.

Major Topics: Outlines of Exercises CANUS-SLAMEX 2-64, MASTER STROKE, TEAM WORK, HARD SHOT, TOP RUNG V, LUNDY'S LANE, SEVEN FATHOMS, HIGH HEELS III, MEDSWEEP EX 43, and SNOW TIME VII; U.S. amphibious training exercise in Turkey; Fourth Inter-American Air Force Chiefs Conference.

Major Topics: U.S. amphibious training exercise in Corsica; outlines of Exercises TOP RUNG VI, POOP DECK IV, MEDLANDEX 1-65, MEDSUBASWEX 2/64, SNOW SHOES II, MIDLINK VII, and STRONG SHIELD; public affairs plan for Exercise POOP DECK IV; U.S.–South Korean unconventional warfare training exercise.

Major Topics: U.S.–South Korean unconventional warfare training exercise; Operation AYACUCHO; outlines of Exercises SKY SOLDIER VI, LAFAYETTE VII, GOLD FIRE I, FLYING TACKLE, SHERMAN'S MARCH II, and SNOW TIME IX; U.S. aircraft weapons delivery practice in eastern Mediterranean.

Major Topics: Outlines of Exercises DOUBLE EAGLE 65, AUMEE IV, LIVE BAIT, JUNGLE DRUM III, COLD WINTER 65, MATCH MAKER, LOG TRAIN, WINTER TRAIL, KITTI 08, TOP RUNG VII, LAFAYETTE IX, POOP DECK V, POLAR STRIKE, SNOW TIME X, LAFAYETTE VIII, SILVER LANCE, and ROLL BACK.

Major Topics: Schedule of significant military exercises; Pacific Fleet exercises; JCS policy for safeguarding SIOP.
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Defense, Department of cont.


   Major Topics: Safety rules program for nuclear weapons; U.S. policies on atomic weapons safety.

0196 Safety Rules, Volume II. [No Date]. 10pp.
   Major Topic: Changes to safety rules for Atlas-F weapon system.

   Major Topic: Safety rules for the Astor torpedo.

   Major Topic: Safety rules for Project 437.

   Major Topic: Safety rules for the CF-104/CF-104D/Mk 57, the Davy Crockett, the Sergeant, the F-105F multiple carriage, the Little John, the F-105B, the D/Mk 28, and the B-43 nuclear weapon systems.

   Major Topic: Safety rules for the F-100D, the F/Mk 57, the F-89J/AR-2A/Mk 25, the RF-101/Mk 28/Mk 43, the F-101A, and the C/Mk 28/Mk 43 nuclear weapons systems.

   Major Topic: Safety rules for the WS-133A-M, WS-133B, F-104G/Mk 28/Mk 43/Mk 57, MINUTEMAN, and F-4C/Mk 28/Mk 43/Mk 57 nuclear weapon systems.

   Major Topic: Safety rules for BOMARC, 8-inch howitzer, CANBERRA, and F-105 D/F/Mk 28/Mk 43/Mk 57 nuclear weapon systems.

   Major Topics: Safety rules to be observed during GIANT BOOST nuclear weapons test; safety rules for the TF/F-102/AIM-26A/Mk 54, MINUTEMAN I, MINUTEMAN II, the B-52/Mk 28, the AGM-28A/AGM-28B/Mk 28, the B-52/Mk 41, the B-52/Mk 43, the B-52/Mk 53, and the B-52/Mk 57 nuclear weapon systems.

   Major Topics: Safety rules for the F-4C, the D/Mk 28/Mk 43/Mk 57, and HONEST JOHN nuclear weapon systems.

Export–Import Bank

Major Topic: Sales of U.S. agricultural commodities to the USSR and Eastern Europe.

FAA

Major Topics: Investigation of crash of NASA aircraft in Florida; FAA funding requests; expansion of U.S. air traffic control system; U.S.–British aviation problems; British SST program; proposed U.S. development of SST.

FBI

Major Topics: Payoffs of State Department official by Dominican government; report on riots in major American cities; information on military matters in PRC and USSR; report on Middle East situation.

Major Topics: Meeting between LBJ and Andrei Gromyko; report on protests against U.S. intervention in Vietnam.


Federal Power Commission


GSA

Major Topic: Priority treatment of requirements in support of Vietnam civil and military aid programs.

Health, Education & Welfare, Department of

Major Topic: BOB allowance for Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act; report of the President’s Council on Aging.

Department of the Interior

Major Topics: U.S. petroleum policy; repatriation of Bikini islanders; report of U.S. Natural Resources Mission to Germany; Stewart Udall’s trip to the Middle East; U.S. saline water program.

IAEA

Major Topics: Report on general conference in Vienna; Glenn Seaborg’s address on the promise of the IAEA; report on U.S. participation in IAEA.
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IBRD

   Major Topic: Views of members of U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee
   and members of the House Banking and Currency Committee on IBRD
   proposals.

International Labor Organization


JCS

   Major Topics: Relations with the president in cold war operations; joint strategic

   Major Topics: Soviet proposal on reduction of arms race; utilization of military
   personnel during the Pueblo incident; relations with the president; views on
   Vietnam issues; LBJ's news conference on the bombing of North Vietnam;
   study on U.S. worldwide military posture.

   Major Topics: Deployment plan for Southeast Asia; doctrine for air defense from
   overseas land areas; U.S. war games; military personnel casualty data.


   Major Topic: Critique of SIGMA I-64 war games.

   Major Topic: Report on SIGMA II-64 war games.

   Major Topics: U.S. objectives and strategies in Southeast Asia; SIGMA II-64
   war games scenario, general information, and list of participants.

0764 War Games, Volume III. [November 1965]. 64pp.
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JCS cont.


   Major Topics: Senior review of EPSILON I-65 war games; program of inter-
   agency politico-military war games for FY 1966.

   Major Topics: Joint War Games Agency quarterly activities bulletin; report on
   NU I-66 and NU II-66 war games.

Major Topic: Requirements, schedule, and scenarios for BETA I-67 and BETA II-67 war games.


TAU I-67, Game Documentation. [No Date]. 2pp.


SIGMA I-66, Game Documentation. [No Date]. 2pp.


War Games, Filed by LBJ Library. [December 1965–March 1967]. 7pp.
Major Topic: Game structure and schedule for BETA I-67 and BETA II-67; politico-military war game reports.


Justice, Department of

Major Topic: Report on voluntary agreements and programs pursuant to section 708 (e) of the Defense Production Act of 1950; Ramsey Clark's appointment as Attorney General; campaign against organized crime; Nicholas Katzenbach appointed Attorney General; industrial security agreements.

Labor, Department of

Major Topic: Report of the Conference on the Study of the Common Problems of Advanced Societies; Labor Attaché Conference In New Delhi, India; U.S. foreign trade policy; report on twenty-third session of GATT; establishment of Maritime Advisory Committee; establishment of Grievance Committee on Cargo Preference Administration; U.S. grain sales.

NASA

NASA (I). [No Date]. 1p.

Major Topic: Executive agency responsibilities for civil space systems; SNAP-19 program; development of weather and communications satellites; NASA budget; highlights of NASA activities; U.S.–Soviet agreement on space biology and medicine; U.S.–Soviet space negotiations and agreement.
National Aeronautics and Space Council

Major Topics: U.S. space and aeronautics highlights for 1967; report to Congress on U.S. aeronautics and space activities in 1966; benefits of U.S. space program.

National Science Foundation

Major Topics: Monthly reports to the president; denial of National Science Foundation benefits to persons disobeying university or college regulations; report on federal funds for research, development, and other scientific activities.

NSA

Major Topic: Interest in coding and decoding device.

NSC

Major Topics: Statement by Senator Henry Jackson on organizing for national security; Foreign Assistance Act of 1965; strengthening U.S. academic capability for science; Senate hearings on the conduct of national security policy; NSC record of actions; policymaking arrangements; uniform security clearance program for federal employees; NSC meetings; improvements in national security administration; establishment of national communications system.

Major Topics: Pillion bill; NSC meetings; U.S. food aid to India; status report on military exercise SUNSHINE EXPRESS; report on future of South Arabia; report on African problems; National Educational Television program on McGeorge Bundy; clearance for NSC consultants; implementation of Civil Rights Act; Moss Subcommittee request for access to classified national policy papers.

Major Topics: State Department policy on Portuguese African territories; U.S. African policy; efforts to prevent Cuban arms exports to Latin America; U.S. MAP program for India.

National War College

Major Topic: LBJ's address to a joint session of National War College and Industrial College of the Armed Forces.
Navy, Department of

Major Topics: Resignation of Paul Fay, Jr. as Under Secretary of the Navy; round-the-world cruise of U.S. nuclear task force; keel-laying ceremony for USS John F. Kennedy; navigation satellite system; ship construction and conversion program; report on Soviet recovery of U.S. sonar buoy.

NATO

Major Topics: Report on activities of the U.S. Citizen's Commission on NATO; agreement for atomic information cooperation; NSC policies regarding NATO; force planning; JCS views on NATO military strategy; National Resource Evaluation Center studies.
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NATO cont.

Major Topic: Report on NATO Conference on Damage Assessment.

Major Topics: Military command and organization charts; meeting of NATO heads of government; alleged intention of Charles de Gaulle to take drastic steps against NATO; U.S.-NATO atomic information agreement; U.S. policy toward NATO and France; article on the necessity of NATO; German and French views on NATO strategy.

Major Topics: LBJ’s messages to the Tenth and Eleventh NATO Parliamentarians’ Conference; proposed creation of Atlantic parliamentary assembly; report of Republican fact-finding mission on NATO; nuclear problem.

Major Topics: U.S. opinion trends regarding NATO; preparation of papers for ministerial meeting; French views on NATO; appointment of Harlan Cleveland as U.S. ambassador to NATO; U.S. balance of payments position.

Major Topics: Survey of European opinions on NATO; exchange of intelligence data within NATO; nuclear problem; withdrawal of French forces from Germany.

Major Topics: French withdrawal from NATO; congressional study of basic NATO issues; NATO treaty and related agreements; ministerial meeting; force structure; U.S. assistance package for Yugoslavia; British proposal for NATO nuclear force.

Major Topics: Force structure; redeployment of U.S. forces from Europe; East-West relations in NATO.

Major Topics: Strategic concepts and force structure; LBJ’s remarks to NATO parliamentarians; U.S. policy toward Europe; Senate hearings on NATO; concepts of European and Atlantic relationships.
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NATO cont.

Major Topics: U.S. congressional views on NATO; Soviet view of NATO; report on constructive actions in the NATO crisis; CIA report on future of NATO; defense ministers’ meeting; nuclear planning group.

Major Topics: Response to Czechoslovakian crisis; U.S. troop levels in Europe; value and function of NATO; report on ministerial meeting in Reykjavik; signing of nuclear nonproliferation treaty; report on future of NATO; LBJ’s meeting with NATO Secretary General Manlio Brosio.

Major Topics: Ministerial meeting in London; Wehrkunde Conference; future of NATO; NATO reorganization; MLF; NATO Secretary General Manlio Brosio’s visit to United States.

Major Topics: Manlio Brosio’s appointment as NATO Secretary General; French withdrawal from NATO; future of NATO; Cyprus crisis; Wehrkunde Conference.

Major Topics: Pakistani resolution at nonnuclear conference in Geneva and exchange of intelligence data in NATO; ministerial meeting in Reykjavik; report on future of NATO; NATO Secretary General Manlio Brosio’s visit to United States.

Major Topics: Ministerial meeting; Cyprus crisis; report on future of NATO; military coup in Greece; nuclear problem; North Atlantic Council consultation on Middle East arms control; halt in U.S. bombing of North Vietnam; consideration of Soviet threat in Mediterranean.


Major Topics: Presidential message to ministerial meeting; infrastructure problems; U.S. defense expenditures.

Major Topics: Secretary of State Dean Rusk’s press conference following ministerial meeting; U.S. support for NATO; presidential message to ministerial meeting; Dean Rusk’s statement at ministerial meeting; NATO policies; NATO military strategy.

Major Topics: LBJ’s remarks on fifteenth anniversary of NATO; economic growth and prosperity in European NATO countries; military progress; French withdrawal from NATO; U.S. policy toward NATO.

Major Topics: NATO Secretary General Dirk Stikker’s visit to United States and meeting with LBJ.
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NATO cont.

   Major Topic: Retirement of Dirk Stikker as NATO Secretary General.

   Major Topic: Activities at ministerial meeting in London.

   Major Topics: Nuclear cooperation agreement; military exercises.

0059 Papers on a Pressing Problem Confronting the North Atlantic Alliance,

   Major Topic: Studies on nuclear problem.


0083 Special Committee of Defense Ministers in Paris (Secretary McNamara).
   Major Topics: Defense ministers’ meeting; nuclear stockpile.

0108 Report to the President: U.S. Forces for the NATO Central Region. [November
   Major Topics: Force structure; U.S. position in trilateral negotiations with Great
   Britain and West Germany; U.S. policy toward NATO; NATO strategy;
   military effects of U.S. force changes in Europe; political effects of troop
   reductions; U.S. and British balance of payments issues.

   Major Topics: Report on U.S. forces for NATO Central Region; U.S. policy
   toward NATO; NATO strategy; force structure; military effects of U.S. force
   changes in Europe; political effects of troop reductions; U.S. and British
   balance of payments issues.

   Major Topic: U.S. negotiations with Great Britain and West Germany regarding
   military issues.

0279 Visit of Secretary General Manlio Brosio, November 16–18, 1966. [November
   Major Topics: NATO Secretary General Manlio Brosio’s visit to United States;
   French role in NATO; withdrawal of U.S. forces from France; force planning;
   future of NATO; U.S. proposal for defense communications satellites; East
   -West issues in NATO; U.S. policy toward NATO.


   Major Topics: List of presidential meetings on Europe and international
   economic affairs; ministerial meeting in Luxembourg; terms of reference for
   defense ministers meeting.
Office of Emergency Planning

Major Topic: Operation plan for REX-66 exercise.

Major Topics: U.S. national plan for emergency preparedness; National Resource Evaluation Center programs for the logistics of national survival.

Major Topics: Residual fuel oil investigation; planning for REX-66 exercise; quinine supplies for Southeast Asia; Buford Ellington appointed director of Office of Emergency Planning; organization for telecommunications management; military and civil roles and relationships in satellite communications; civil emergency preparedness objectives and programs.

Major Topics: Formation of Interagency Emergency Planning Committee; duties of director of Office of Emergency Planning; resource mobilization plan for limited war; guidance for resource management in national emergencies.


Major Topics: Problems confronting United States in event of world peace; Price Daniel appointed director of Office of Emergency Planning; future of Peace Corps; NATO Senior Civil Emergency Planning Committee.

Office of Science and Technology

Major Topics: Proposal for U.S. scientific cooperation with PRC; international cooperation in science and technology; ABM problem; Anti-Submarine Warfare Panel report; U.S. agency scientific and technical representation overseas; establishment of interdepartment energy study; implementation of worldwide weather system; U.S. long-range, high energy physics program.

Major Topics: Study on problem of chemical and biological weapons; U.S. scientific contacts with PRC; U.S. travel restrictions on Soviet and Eastern European scientists; U.S. gold exploration program; Donald Hornig’s visit to Pakistan.

Major Topics: Test of fuel-air explosive demolition device in South Vietnam; scientific and technological needs of Taiwan; Punta del Este science and technology program; Pugwash Conferences on Science and World Affairs; technological gap between U.S. and Western Europe; ABM deployment.

Major Topics: Reports on activities of Office of Science and Technology; broadening the authority of National Science Foundation; U.S. Air Force interdiction capabilities; implementation of Punta del Este science program.

Peace Corps


Major Topics: Fourth annual report to Congress; school partnership program; weekly reports on Peace corps activities; operations in Vietnam; U.S. food aid to India; Hubert Humphrey appointed chairman of Peace Corps Advisory Council; effort to establish Peace Corps program in Eastern Europe; Peace Corps problems; recruitment of Peace Corps volunteers.

Post Office


Major Topics: Democratic concern over Johnson administration Vietnam policy; air rights of Irish international and American carriers in Ireland; John Gronouski appointed Postmaster General.

SEATO


Major Topics: LBJ's meeting with SEATO Secretary General Konthi Suphamongkhon; Senate debates and report on SEATO treaty; cross border operations in Vietnam.

State Department


Major Topics: Procedures for handling White House mail; Thomas Mann appointed Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs; Foreign Service tours of duty; U.S.–Mexican salt water crisis; Finnish cabinet crisis; lists of foreign officials met by LBJ; preparation of papers for the president and White House staff; U.S. negotiations with North Vietnam.


Major Topics: Possible award of posthumous Nobel Peace Prize to John F. Kennedy; international coffee agreement; control of federal employment; reduction in North Atlantic airline fares; plans for creation of a National Academy of Public Affairs; U.S. wool textile imports; U.S. policy toward PRC; establishment of Office for Special Representational Services.


Major Topics: Relations between Executive Branch and Senate Internal Security Subcommittee; Congo crisis; instructions on handling of draft presidential statements; status of Federal Aid Review Committee; international coffee agreement; White House reception for foreign students.
State Department cont.

0001 Volume 2 (1 of 2) cont. [April 1964]. 100pp.
Major Topics: White House reception for foreign students; information on nongovernment American activities overseas.

Major Topics: LBJ's meeting with the institutional presidents of Association of American Universities; U.S. relations with France; U.S. overseas military sales; U.S. wool textile imports; interdepartmental orientation program for foreign civilian officials; report on East-West Center; organizational information on the Bureau of Inter-American Affairs and the Bureau for Latin America; U.S. strategic concept in South Vietnam; Johnson administration foreign policy achievements; report on conditions in Eastern Europe.

Major Topics: Sabbatino case; amendment of Foreign Assistance Act of 1961; list of former military officers who have served as chiefs of mission; Senator J. William Fulbright's trip to Europe; Walt Rostow's speech to Western European Union; European unity.

Major Topics: Protection for foreign leaders visiting United States; civil rights bill; U.S. foreign aid programs; U.S. objectives in Southeast Asia; U.S. foreign policy objectives; U.S. fishing legislation; National Conference for Non-Governmental Organizations.

Major Topics: Procedures for accreditation of foreign chiefs of mission; report on Antarctica; staffing of international organizations; procedures for handling appointment with the president.

Major Topics: Proposed repeal of Connally Amendment; reorganization of State Department Office of Security; proclamation of convention on the territorial sea and the contiguous zone; LBJ's remarks to students of the East-West Center; Gulf of Tonkin incident; U.S. membership in the Bureau of International Expositions; activities of the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee.

Major Topics: Thomas Hughes' address to the Armed Forces Reserves Joint Assembly; review of U.S. foreign policy decisions in 1964.

Major Topics: Procedures for presentation of credentials; mob assaults on U.S. embassies overseas; Harlan Cleveland's speech at the University of Maryland; social justice in the United States.

State Department cont.

Major Topics: UN Disarmament Commission; Soviet criticism of U.S. foreign policy; proposed creation of UN high commissioner for human rights; U.S. policy in Southeast Asia; list of speaking engagements by foreign service officers; nuclear proliferation problem; dedication of Franklin Roosevelt Memorial; proposal for direct congressional questioning of cabinet officers; U.S. policy toward South Vietnam.
Major Topics: Attacks on U.S. overseas installations; U.S. aid to UAR; State Department budget for FY 1966; public statements on Vietnam; management of NATO nuclear weapons.

Major Topics: Vietnam peace mission; U.S. civil air transport consultations with Denmark, Norway, and Sweden; custodial arrangements for U.S. nuclear weapons in NATO; procedures for review of government-sponsored foreign affairs research; assaults on U.S. overseas installations; list of requests for appointments with LBJ; ABM program; Soviet economic growth; cost reductions and management improvement; U.S. ship loan legislation.

Major Topics: U.S. ship loan legislation; Pacem in Terris Convocation; amendment of UN Participation Act; Automotive Products Trade Act of 1965; U.S. policy toward Vietnam; Harlan Cleveland's speech to National Education Association; Vietnam peace negotiations; desalination conference; U.S. intervention in Dominican Republic; UN procedures.

Major Topics: U.S. policy toward NATO; use of loans in U.S. foreign assistance programs; interagency agreement on research planning procedures; U.S. policy toward Africa; overall programming system for U.S. foreign affairs operations; tours for foreign diplomats; 1966 Aid Authorization Bill.

Major Topics: Desalination projects in Israel and UAR; Dean Rusk's trips to Finland, Norway, Belgium, and Germany; U.S. rubber disposal program; congressional travel plans for 1966; AID appropriations; U.S. policy toward South Vietnam.


Reel 25
State Department cont.

Major Topics: Advisory Panel for the Bureau of East Asian and Pacific Affairs; U.S. policy toward South Vietnam; nuclear nonproliferation treaty; Vietnam peace negotiations; U.S. rubber disposal program; Nicholas Katzenbach appointed Under Secretary of State; Dean Rusk's travel schedule; U.S. policies toward Africa, Latin America, and Europe; U.S. accomplishments in the UN; U.S. information policy guidelines; Export-Import Bank credit guarantees.

Major Topics: Nicholas Katzenbach's speech to the Foreign Policy Association; U.S. policy toward Vietnam; U.S. policy toward Latin America; congressional foreign policy resolutions; senior seminar in foreign policy.

Major Topics: U.S. visa procedures; U.S. policy toward Vietnam; U.S. delegation to fifth special session of UN General Assembly; authorization for supplementary defense appropriations; proposed creation of Under Secretary of State for Hemispheric Affairs; Vietnam peace negotiations; criticism of Johnson administration Vietnam policy by Rhodes scholars.
Major Topics: Compilation of significant international civil disturbances; U.S. military aid to the Congo; U.S. defense commitments; Committee on Overseas Voluntary Activities; report on aliens in U.S. military service; presidential statement on Selective Service legislation.

Major Topics: Soviet criticism of LBJ; U.S. policy toward Vietnam; Arab-Israeli Six-Day War; Charles de Gaulle’s opposition to British entry into European Common Market; Bureau of Inter-American Affairs activities; U.S. trade in wine.

Major Topics: Eugene Rostow’s speech at Monticello; report on international developments in 1967; U.S.–Soviet military relationships; significant congressional foreign affairs legislation; guidelines for government-supported foreign area research; U.S. Asian policy.

Major Topics: LBJ’s meetings with governors of Ohio and Illinois; speeches by Eugene Rostow; press criticism of Dean Rusk; national foreign policy conference for business executives; policy on travel to restricted areas by U.S. civilians; U.S. overseas development assistance.

Major Topics: U.S. military aid to the Congo; criticism of Johnson administration Vietnam policy; nuclear nonproliferation treaty; information on proportion of career ambassadors in the Foreign Service; list of major international conferences attended by United States; W. Averell Harriman’s speech at Franklin Roosevelt Birthday Memorial Dinner; air transport agreement negotiation procedures.

Reel 26
State Department cont.

Major Topics: U.S.–Soviet strategic missile talks; foreign policy conference for editors and broadcasters; Eugene Rostow’s speech to Manchester, New Hampshire Chamber of Commerce.

Major Topics: Dean Rusk’s testimony before Senate Foreign Relations Committee; Task Force on Communications Policy; foreign policy conference for editors and broadcasters; list of treaties ratified during Johnson administration; United States and PRC roles in Asia; Conte–Long and Symington Amendments; U.S. policy toward Africa; James Symington’s resignation as chief of protocol; LBJ’s meetings with governors of Mississippi and Georgia.

Major Topics: Ratification of astronaut assistance and return agreement; foreign internal defense training; list of treaties ratified during Johnson administration; U.S. sugar legislation; activities of State Department advisory panels; allegations of U.S.–Soviet spheres of influence agreement at Yalta; LBJ’s meetings with governors of Illinois and Michigan.
Major Topics: LBJ's meetings with governors of Illinois and Michigan; U.S. sugar legislation; resignation of Lucius Battle as Assistant Secretary of State; establishment of air service between Moscow and New York; Thomas Hughes address at Walt Whitman High School in Bethesda, Maryland; OECD foreign property convention; reports on San Antonio Hemisfair.

Major Topics: Report on foreign policy planning; Walt Rostow's address at Kenyon College; status report on national policy papers; State Department Planning Group meetings; AFP; NATO agenda; deterrence of North Vietnam and international Communist movement; challenge of democracy in developing nations.

Major Topic: State Department Policy Planning Group meetings.

Major Topics: Guideline papers; State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; NATO agenda; U.S. policy toward the Middle East.

Major Topics: U.S. policy in a changing world; status report on national policy papers; State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; Soviet strategy.

Major Topics: U.S. leadership in Europe; State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; U.S. policy toward Europe and the USSR; reflections on U.S. national security policy; international economic development; Asian population growth.

Major Topics: Status of international development policy; State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; report on the central task of foreign policy; statement by LBJ on Southeast Asia; economic development in Asia; AID population program.

Major Topics: Statements concerning nonproliferation and disarmament; State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; report on social service by Vietnamese youth and students.
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State Department cont.

Major Topics: State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; statement on politics of development and Vietnam; Great Britain's opportunity in Europe; status report on national policy papers.

Major Topics: Marshall Plan anniversary; State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; status report on national policy papers.

Major Topics: Public opinion poll on Johnson administration popularity; implementation of Great Society programs; U.S. policy toward Vietnam; report on the nature of the U.S. peace movement; Dwight Eisenhower's views on Vietnam; State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; statements concerning nonproliferation and disarmament.
Major Topics: Political situation in West Germany; U.S. policy toward West Germany and Europe.

Major Topics: U.S. policy toward Europe and Vietnam; political situation in PRC; status report on national policy papers; proposal for scholarship fund for International Career Service.

Major Topic: German reunification.

Major Topics: South Vietnamese pacification program; presidential long-term planning meetings; State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; report on regionalism among less-developed countries.

Major Topics: Status report on national policy papers; inventory of important agencies and individuals interested in policy planning.

Major Topics: Framework of East-West reconciliation; containment of civil disorders; U.S. domestic policies; U.S. policy toward Vietnam; U.S. relations with West Germany; report on American home front, 1776–1953.

Major Topics: State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; T.V. report on Vietnam; world malnutrition problem.


Major Topics: State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; effect of Vietnam on U.S. foreign policy; riots in U.S. cities; report on Communist actions relating to U.S. elections; Tet offensive.


Major Topics: Selection of Henry Owen as chairman of the Policy Planning Council; State Department Policy Planning Group meetings; ABM program; arms control; achievements of Johnson administration; report on alternatives to present conduct of war in Vietnam.

Major Topic: Foreign policy speeches by Dean Rusk.
State Department cont.

Major Topics: Foreign policy speeches by Dean Rusk; U.S. participation in increasing the resources of International Development Association; U.S. policy toward Vietnam; death of King Paul of Greece; relations between Saudi Arabia and UAR; U.S. policy toward the Soviet bloc; world peace; U.S. aid to Brazil; political situation in Cuba; Dean Rusk's speech on NATO; Dean Rusk's views on U.S. foreign policy.

Major Topics: Foreign policy speeches by Dean Rusk; Index of public statements on Vietnam made by Dean Rusk and LBJ; U.S. policy toward Vietnam; transcript of Dean Rusk's appearances on the Today show and Meet the Press; Dean Rusk's speech on NATO.

Major Topics: Foreign policy speeches by Dean Rusk; Dean Rusk's statements to Senate Foreign Relations Committee on coordination of foreign aid programs and on U.S.–Soviet consular convention; transcript of Dean Rusk's appearance on Issues and Answers; U.S. policy toward Vietnam.


[Note: There are no folders for the fifth and sixth meetings.]

[Note: There are no folders for the eighth through the tenth meetings.]


Major Topic: Alleged criminal acts by U.S. government against Soviet employee of the UN Secretariat.

Special State-Defense Study Group Regarding China. [No Date]. 3pp.


Major Topics: Foreign policy speeches by George Ball; responsibilities of global power; U.S. policy toward Cuba; U.S. economic growth.

Major Topic: List of speaking engagements of Dean Rusk and other high State Department officials.


*Major Topic:* Proceedings of Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings on nomination of Robert Bowie as Counselor of the State Department.

## Reel 29

### State Department cont.

**0001** Special Group (Cl) SIG Assignments to Other Agencies and Departments. [August 1966]. 32pp.

*Major Topic:* Countersubversion assignments.


*Major Topics:* Schedule of foreign visitors to United States from 1965 to 1967; standard plan for visits of foreign leaders to New York World's Fair; procedures for visits of foreign leaders to United States; report on congressional travel plans.


*Major Topics:* List of vacant chiefs of mission posts; schedule of foreign visitors to United States in 1964; list of presidential meetings with foreign leaders from 1955 to 1964; protection for foreign leaders visiting the United States.


*Major Topics:* Lists of meetings between LBJ and foreign leaders and dignitaries from 1963 to 1967; schedule of foreign visitors to the United States in 1967.


*Major Topics:* Schedule of foreign visitors to United States in 1967 and 1968; list of presidential contacts with foreign leaders from October 1966 to September 1967; visits to United States by King Olav V of Norway and King Hassan II of Morocco; changes in visit briefing procedures.


*Major Topics:* Comments on and activities of State Department advisory panels; consultant status for Milton Eisenhower; evaluation of Near East Affairs advisory panel; report and projection of consultant activities for 1967; list of State Department consultants.


*Major Topics:* Lists of State Department consultants; status report on panel of outside consultants; activities of State Department advisory panels.


*Major Topics:* U.S. policy toward Burma; desalination projects for Israel and UAR.


*Major Topics:* Press briefings; Vietnam peace negotiations; Pueblo incident; Panamanian coup; U.S.–Soviet relations; transcript of Dean Rusk's appearance on *Issues and Answers.*
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State Department cont.

   Major Topics: Press briefings; U.S. trade policy; Vietnam peace negotiations; Pueblo incident.

   Major Topics: Press briefings; review of international developments in 1967; Dean Rusk’s remarks to AFL-CIO convention; transcript of William Bundy’s appearance on Speaking Freely; U.S. policy toward Vietnam; U.S. trade policy; Vietnam peace negotiations; transcript of Dean Rusk’s appearance on Issues and Answers.

   Major Topics: Monthly cabinet reports; extension of National Council on Marine Resources and Engineering Development; alleged U.S.–Soviet sphere of influence agreement at Yalta; list of major struggles, developments, and achievements of Johnson administration; list of LBJ’s chiefs of mission appointments; list of major international conferences attended by United States; U.S. policy on Allied troop contributions in Vietnam; national foreign policy conference for business executives; congressional criticism of Vietnam policy; policy on travel to restricted areas by U.S. citizens.

   Major Topics: List of State Department accomplishments; U.S. foreign policy issues; Vietnam peace negotiations; cocoa agreement negotiations; International Council for the Exploration of the Sea; national foreign policy conference for educators; report on U.S. exports in 1965; government-sponsored social science research relating to foreign policy; report to Congress on Lend-Lease operations; procedures for accreditation of new ambassadors.

Transportation, Department of

   Major Topics: Procedures for pre-clearing customs for air passengers; formulation of National Communications System long-range plan; creation of Department of Transportation; appointments of Maurice Mackey, Jr. and Alan Dean as Assistant Secretaries of Transportation; appointment of Alan Boyd as Secretary of Transportation.
Treasury, Department of

*Major Topics:* U.S. balance of payments situation; monetary negotiations; forward planning in international finance; reports on Treasury Department activities; admission of Soviet vessel into St. Lawrence Seaway; U.S. financial talks with Great Britain and West Germany; U.S. gold sales; recommendations on barter and procurement procedures; U.S. port security program; IMF activities; U.S. views on Rumanian membership in IMF and IBRD; operations of the Inter-American Development Bank; Less Developed Country Investment Credit Act.

*Major Topics:* IMF activities; meeting of finance ministers of United States, Great Britain, France, Italy, and West Germany; U.S. economic outlook; economic development in Southeast Asia; U.S. aircraft procurement; IDA appropriations; U.S. balance of payments situation; speeches by Henry Fowler; U.S. trade policy; economic cost of curbing foreign investment; reports on Treasury Department activities; U.S. position paper for Group of Ten.

*Major Topics:* U.S. gold transactions and policy; Convention for the Settlement of International Disputes; AID procurement policy; U.S. and British balance of payments situation; Inter-American Development Bank activities; IMF activities; speeches by Henry Fowler; tax administrative improvement project in South Vietnam; U.S. economic aid to Latin America.


Treasury, Department of cont.

*Major Topics:* Reports of the National Advisory Council on International Monetary and Financial Policies; reports of the Executive Board of Directors of the Inter-American Development Bank; tax administration improvement.

UN

*Major Topics:* Vietnam peace negotiations; involvement in Vietnam; future of U.S. military installations in France; UN Disarmament Commission problems; amendments to UN Charter; UN problems.

*Major Topics:* Congressional reactions on the UN; technical assistance programs; amendments to UN Charter; reports on UN activities; involvement in Vietnam; Vietnam peace negotiations; UN Disarmament Commission resolutions and activities; U.S. intervention in the Dominican Republic; UN financial crisis; mediation in Cyprus.

*Major Topics:* UN Security Council resolution on Kashmir; comparison of U.S. and Soviet economic growth; Indo-Pakistani ceasefire.
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UN cont.

      Major Topics: Vietnam peace negotiations; Panama Canal treaty negotiations; appointment of Arthur Goldberg as U.S. ambassador to UN; cooperative development in Southeast Asia; UN rescue operations in the Congo.

      Major Topics: U.S. policy toward UN; Surveyor I space flight; U Thant’s decision not to seek second term as Secretary General.


      Major Topics: Possible meeting between Charles de Gaulle and LBJ; Middle East problems; Palestine refugee problem; Vietnam peace negotiations.

      Major Topics: Reports on UN activities; position of Secretary General on U.S. protocol list; Vietnam peace negotiations.


      Major Topics: Vietnam peace negotiations; U.S. report on North Vietnamese aggression.

      Major Topic: LBJ’s address on twentieth anniversary of UN.
      Major Topics: Vietnam peace negotiations; possible violations of Cambodian
      border by U.S. or South Vietnamese troops.

      Major Topic: Treaty governing exploration of the moon and other celestial
      bodies.


      Major Topic: Vietnam peace negotiations.

0444  Filed by the LBJ Library, Volume 1 (1 of 2). [March 1966–December 1967].
      97pp.
      Major Topics: Approval of astronaut assistance and return agreement;
      UNESCO problems; Security Council resolution on Vietnam; report on U.S.
      participation in UN; General Assembly debates regarding Vietnam; Vietnam
      peace negotiations; U Thant reappointed Secretary General; outer space
      treaty; report on activities of the twenty-first General Assembly; activities of
      the UNRWA for Palestine Refugees.

0541  Filed by the LBJ Library, Volume 1 (2 of 2). [April 1964–September 1966].
      106pp.
      Major Topics: LBJ's message to U.S. Broadcasters' Committee for the UN;
      change in precedence of ranking UN officials; reports on celebration of UN
      Day and UN Week in United States in 1965; report on Conference on Trade
      and Development.

      Major Topics: Death of Trygve Lie, first Secretary General of UN; Charles Yost
      appointed U.S. ambassador to UN; report on U.S. participation in UNESCO;
      U.S. contribution to UN Secretary General's Population Trust Fund; U.S.
      decision to halt bombing of North Vietnam; General Assembly debate on
      Vietnam; NSC meeting on UN; U.S. policy toward UN; Human Rights
      Conference.

USIA

      Major Topic: Daily reaction reports.

      Major Topic: Report on special international exhibitions.
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USIA cont.


      Major Topics: Reports on foreign reaction to Johnson administration.

      Major Topics: Daily reaction reports; African criticism of U.S. policies in the
      Congo; U.S. Southeast Asian policy; VOA programs in the Far East; Soviet
      views on U.S. policies.

      Major Topics: Daily reaction reports; operations in Vietnam; Warren
      Commission report.
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USIA cont.

Major Topics: Daily reaction reports; anti-Semitism in USSR.

Major Topics: Leonard Marks appointed director of USIA; daily reaction reports;  
programming in support of international economic development.

Major Topics: Elections in Dominican Republic; John Glenn’s visit to Europe;  
international reaction to third PRC nuclear test; Latin American program;  
Chieu Hoi program; report on terrorism in South Vietnam; LBJ’s visit to  
Mexico; Danish support for U.S. Vietnam policy; U.S. food aid to India; press  
reactions to Vietnam developments.

Major Topics: Indian views on USSR; operations in Vietnam; report on Free  
World aid to Vietnam; U.S. policy toward Vietnam; Vietnam peace  
negotiations; Communist reaction to U.S. peace offensive; daily reaction  
reports; British policy on Rhodesia.

Major Topics: Reception of VOA broadcasts in North Vietnam; LBJ message to  
Congress on air pollution and natural resources; U.S. participation in  
UNESCO; foreign media reaction to Manila Conference and LBJ’s Asian  
tour.

Major Topics: Proposed trial of LBJ before international war crimes tribunal;  
reports on world media treatment of major issues; U.S. policy toward  
Vietnam; report on land reform; U.S. air strikes against Hanoi and Haiphong.


V.A.

Major Topic: Congressman Olin Teague’s visit to Vietnam.
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